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Roland Systems Group Announces a Six City V-Mixing System Tour 

 
June 9th, 2010 – Roland Systems Group (RSG) is pleased to announce a six city V-Mixing 
System Tour in September and October. The tour features the latest V-Mixer, the M-300 
Live Mixing Console, and the entire REAC (Roland Ethernet Audio Communication) 
lineup of products which includes Digital Snakes, Merge Technology, MADI Bridge, 
Personal Mixing and Multi-Channel Recording. 
 
Each event is divided into two parts supporting a broad range of attendees. Part I, 
covering multiple applications ideal for operators and system administrators. And Part II 
brings a special focus to system design, expansion, implementation, and support.  
 
With special guests appearances, the V-Mixing System Tour is an ideal opportunity to get 
some hands-on time and enhance existing expertise.   
 
As with hands-on training courses, seating is limited and therefore advanced registration 
is required.  To register or find out more information about this tour including guest 
speakers, times and locations please visit: www.rolandsystemsgroup.com/vmixtour 
 
The V-Mixing System Tour is part of the Roland Systems Group training initiative to provide 
hands-on use and support of professional audio and video products and a broad range 
of live applications. For more information about Roland Systems Group training programs, 
please visit: www.rolandsystemsgroup.com/training  
 

#### 
About REAC 
REAC (Roland Ethernet Audio Communication) is the audio transport protocol 
developed by Roland to meet the Pro-Audio market’s need for a point-to-point 24 bit/ 
96kHz, low latency digital audio transport for live sound use and commercial 
applications.  The REAC protocol is capable of transmitting 40 channels of 24bit / 96kHz 
audio over inexpensive Cat5e cable and can be easily split using standard gigabit 
switches making it easy and very cost effective to have lossless all-digital splits of the 
stage audio for FOH, monitor, broadcast and recording locations. Products using REAC 
technology are installed today in many venues and have been used for high profile 
events worldwide. 
 

About Roland Systems Group 
Roland Systems Group U.S. (RSG) supplies the commercial and performance audio/video 
industries with application specific equipment from the professional audio and video 
product lines. These product lines address applications for houses of worship, studios, 
clubs/casinos, theaters/performing arts centers, production houses and rental and 
staging companies. Roland Systems Group U.S is headquartered in Bellingham, 



Washington. RSG is a member of the worldwide group of Roland companies. For more 
information, visit www.rolandsystemsgroup.com or call 800.380.2580 
 


